Motivating Excellence
T H E S C IENCE OF F OSTE R I N G PASSI ON, LOYA LTY, A ND TOP PERFORM A NCE

How do you motivate others to produce
their best work?
For generations, leaders have received
conflicting advice. But now, thanks to
groundbreaking new research, we have clear,
data-driven insights into the factors that
generate employee engagement and sustain
performance over the long term.
In this compelling and persuasive
presentation, you’ll learn the surprising truth
about what motivates excellence (hint: it’s not
money or titles) and discover practical steps
you can immediately apply to elevate your
team’s performance.

An Inc
Magazine
Best Book of
the Year

You will learn:
»

The scientific secret to elevating your team’s
performance without burning them out.

»

Why lavish bonuses, glowing performance
reviews, and employee-of-the-month awards
don’t elevate performance—and what does.

»

How to make any job feel more rewarding.

»

Why great workplaces reward failure.

Ideal for leaders, executives,
and managers at all levels

By the end of this keynote, you and your leaders will walk away with a
thorough understanding of the latest science, along with practical strategies
you can apply to elevate performance.

What People Are Saying
“Dr. Friedman is the single best speaker we’ve ever
had at an annual event. For context: we have a tough
audience—smart, analytical, and easily bored. Ron kept
over 950 executives engaged and entertained every
minute of the way. More than that, his insights have
already sparked a wave of transformations throughout
companies in our area. Weeks later, I’m still receiving
compliments about our event. I could not recommend
him more highly.”
-Zach Brandon, President,
Greater Madison Chamber of Commerce

“Ron Friedman spoke at our Great Places to Work
breakfast, and many people later told me that he
was the highlight of the event for them. He offered
clear, concise advice on how to make a workplace
better, and many of the event’s attendees said they
were going back to the office with ideas they wanted
to implement.”
-Sherri Dalphonse, Executive Editor,
Washingtonian

Dr. Friedman’s insightful, little-known, practical
strategies captivated our audience. A joy to work
with, he went above and beyond to customize his
presentation to our group. I think I speak for everyone
when I say we’d have him back in a heartbeat.
-Pete Seljevold,
Blue Cross Blue Shield

“I was blown away by the quality. Dr. Friedman was very
prepared, natural, and engaging. I’ve already heard
discussion throughout our building about bringing him
back for a workshop or another speaking engagement.”
-Trey Whitaker,
Mass Mutual

“Dr. Friedman helped make our offsite a truly
memorable event. He didn’t just deliver great
content—he invested hours getting to know us and
customized his presentation to our group.”
-Brian Doyal, Co-Head of Global Investment Banking,
Robert W. Baird & Co

ABOUT RON FRIEDMAN, PH.D.
Ron Friedman, Ph.D., is an award-winning
social psychologist who specializes in
human motivation.
Dr. Friedman has served on the faculty
of several prestigious colleges and
universities and has consulted for political
leaders, leading non-profits, professional
sports teams, and many of the world’s
most recognized brands.
Popular accounts of his research have
appeared on NPR and in major newspapers,
including The New York Times, Financial
Times, the Globe and Mail, Washington
Post, The Guardian, as well as magazines
such as Men’s Health, Entrepreneur, and
Success. He is a frequent contributor to
the Harvard Business Review, Psychology
Today, Fast Company, Forbes, and CNN.
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